(picture suggestions
- Brownbook screenshot attached
- Firefox 3 screenshot, showing “smart” location bar, is also attached
- CERN is quite picture-worthy, perhaps you’ve got something in the archive?
)
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Brownbook (www.brownbook.net) is a global business directory that anyone can edit, just like Wikipedia. 

Taking on traditional print business directories, it’s doing things differently by opening up access to the information to anyone. If you own or work for any business in the UK (or even globally), it’s possible to add and edit information about it on Brownbook.

The site uses wiki technology. That means you can open up any of its pages in edit mode, type your changes, and click save. The site stops intentional edit vandalism by asking every editor to leave an email address and fill out a very short form that proves they are human, and not a spammer’s software bot.

Adding data to Brownbook is free. The site makes money from those business owners who want to expand on the basics and add more information, photos, and video clips to their entries. Claiming a directory entry costs £5 for a year. Upgrading an account another £10.

Perhaps the most interesting aspect of Brownbook is the way it is turning the advertising directory business on its head. The site has been built to work well in Google search results, which will be an important source of new business in the long term. Much of the labour-intensive work used to produce traditional printed business directories is automated; allowing users to edit their own data makes the process faster and cheaper, and keeps things as up-to-date as possible.

+ Time for Firefox +

If you have no idea what Firefox is, it’s time you found out. Firefox (www.getfirefox.com) is a web browser, just like Internet Explorer, but more secure and in many people’s opinion, simply better.

Firefox 3.0 was released last week, with several impressive new features. It’s much faster than before, and adding bookmarks is quicker too - just one click and a page is bookmarked. You can optionally assign keywords or tags to it, if you wish, to make finding it easier. Best of all is the new location bar (the bit where you type in web addresses). It’s now “smart”, and will search through your bookmarks and web history for text that matches what you type. So even if you can only remember a tiny fragment of a page’s name or address, finding it again is much easier in Firefox 3.

+ More tiny computers +

Thanks to the massive success of the Asus EeePC, computer makers everywhere are churning out their own super-small, super-cheap laptop PCs. The latest is the Daewoo Lukid (see www.lucoms.co.kr), very much aimed at school children. It has a 9 inch screen, small-fingers-perfect keyboard, and even a built-in leather effect carry handle. The days when all school children carry a computer to school are getting ever closer.

+ See CERN +

CERN (www.cern.ch) is the European Organization for Nuclear Research, and home to the massive underground laboratory where superfast particles get smashed together by scientists wanting to see what happens to them. It’s also home to the superb CERN Podcast (www.cernpodcast.com), where you can find out more about what’s happening there through video and audio interviews with visiting celebs. This is how science gets made into fun.

+ Browsing around ... strange Twitter accounts +

:: Even Gordon Brown is on Twitter
twitter.com/DowningStreet/

:: And Parliament itself
twitter.com/UKParliament

:: And the Secretary-General of the UN
twitter.com/secgen

:: And, um, Tower Bridge
twitter.com/towerbridge

:: Even Stratford-on-Avon District Council
twitter.com/StratfordDC

:: How about a Twittering teddy bear?
twitter.com/Teddy2PointHome

+ Thing of the week +

A Radiohead song performed by ancient technology
http://www.vimeo.com/1109226

Giles Turnbull has a web site at gilest.org
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